The events throughout 1968 shook very diverse societies all around the world. Not only does their fiftieth anniversary constitute an appropriate opportunity to reflect on them, but it also gives the chance to examine the connections and disparities between different cases.

In this regard, our aim is to deepen knowledge of those processes, contributing and sharing views that highlight both the common features and the wide geographical and social diversity of the phenomena studied—even if not seeking to be exhaustive. Likewise, it will be convenient to take into consideration the multiple approaches from which they can be dealt with: social, political and cultural perspectives, all of them being able to be articulated in order to provide a more comprehensive understanding of the research object.

Last but not least, the date of 1968 must be inserted into a longer temporality, throughout the 1960s and until the mid-1970s. Those years witnessed very diverse processes that are essential to explain what happened in 1968. This proposal aims to contribute to a better knowledge of those processes, that in the end will constitute the general research object of the Conference. Its title, 68s, intends precisely to reflect the thematic diversity and the full chronological range of the studied phenomenon.
### PROGRAM

#### Thursday 29 November

- **08:45. Reception**
- **09:10. Opening session**
- **09:30 to 13:00. Lectures and debate**
  - **Moderator:** Francesc Vilanova (UAB)
  - **The '68 years: globalized protests.** Jaime Pastor (UNED)
  - **Economic prosperity and social protest: labour mobilization in the Western world.** Xavier Vigna (Université Paris Panterre)
  - **Coffe break**
  - **Debate**
  - **15:15 to 18:00. Lectures and debate**
    - **Moderator:** Martí Marín (UAB)
    - **"No revolution without women". 1968 and the feminist movement.** Mónica Moreno (Universitat d’Alacant)
    - **Sexual revolutions in the wake of 68.** Brice Chamoueau (Université Paris 8)
    - **Coffe break**
    - **Debate**

#### Friday 30 November

- **09:00 a 11:00. Papers: presentation and debate**
  - **Moderators:** Xavier Domènech (UAB) and Steven Forti (UAB)
  - **Coffe break**
  - **11:30 a 13:00. Lecture and debate**
  - **Moderator:** Pau Casanellas (UAB)
  - **"Never again without a rifle". The critique of arms in the '68 years Europe.** Brice Chamoueau (Université Paris 8)
  - **Debate**
  - **15:15 a 18:00. Lectures and debate**
    - **Moderator:** Pere Ysàs (UAB)
    - **"Sois jeune et tais-toi". Variations of youth militancy in the 1960s.** Aránzazu Sarria Buil (Université Bordeaux Montaigne)
    - **"Soyez réalistes, demandez l'impossible". Attainable utopias around 1968.** Zoraida Carandell (Université Paris Panterre)
    - **Debat**
  - **18:00 a 18:15. Closing session**

### Terms

Participation in the Conference requires registration. Registration fee: Researchers presenting papers (the texts will be compiled in a publication with ISBN): 35 €. Other participants: 15 €. All the participants will be able to access online the papers texts before the conference. Method of payment: bank transfer to Centre d’Estudis sobre Dictadures i Democràcies (CEDID-UAB), mentioning the registrant’s name. No. of bank account: IBAN ES68 2100 5000 5502 0020 2396 (SWIFT/BIC: CAIXESBBXXX) Please send a message confirming your registration at cedid@uab.cat Deadline for registration: 1 November 2018

### For further information

Please contact the Scientific Organising Committee at cedid@uab.cat and consult our website at http://centresderecerca.uab.cat/cedid

Conference venue
El Born Centre de Cultura i Memòria.
Plaça Comercial 12. 08002 Barcelona

>> From 20 November to 15 December, exhibition at the Humanities Library, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona